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Magisch, dramatisch, leidenschaftlich - Teil 4 der großen Mysterythriller-Serie!
Hexen-Chefin Paige Winterbourne hat alle Hände voll zu tun mit ihrem
aufmüpfigen Clan, ihrer Stieftochter Savannah und der Pflege freundschaftlicher
Beziehungen zu allerhand mysteriösen Zwischenwesen. Trotzdem genießt sie ihr
Leben mit dem neuen Mann an ihrer Seite: dem Magier Lucas Cortez. Doch die
Idylle hält nicht lange an. Als Lucas’ Vater, das mächtige Oberhaupt eines
Magierclans, sich Paiges Hilfe bei der Suche nach einem Mörder sichert, gerät
ihre Welt aus den Fugen. Schließlich wird sie im Kampf gegen den Mörder selber
zum Ziel des Angreifers und kann sich und Tochter Savannah nur durch einen
wagemutigen Ausflug in die Unterwelt retten... Kelley Armstrongs „Women of the
Otherworld“ – Die packende Vorlage zur sexy Mysteryserie „Bitten“. Lies jetzt
weiter! Alle Bände der Otherworld-Serie: Band 1 Die Nacht der Wölfin Band 2
Rückkehr der Wölfin Band 3 Nacht der Hexen Band 4 Pakt der Hexen Band 5
Nacht der Geister Band 6 Blut der Wölfin Band 7 Lockruf der Toten Band 8 Nacht
der Dämonin Band 9 Biss der Wölfin
An omega betrayed by his pack...and the lone wolf who must risk everything to
save him. Henry Wright was supposed to be dead. Since the night his alpha
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dumped him in the dangerous ruins of Old Detroit, life has been an unending
nightmare for the packless omega. Left to scavenge for food and evade the
savage creatures infesting the city, Henry's become good at surviving—until his
luck fails and leaves him trapped on a rooftop with monsters closing in. Then out
of nowhere, help arrives in the form of a tall, swaggering stranger with rugged
good looks and a sexy glint in his eyes. Their night of passion, intensified by their
brush with death, leaves Henry breathless. But that isn't the only thing he's left
with. Thanks to the genetic mutation shared by omegas, Henry is pregnant. And
with all that's going down in the city, Tom might not be there to save him again.
Especially when Henry's former alpha learns Henry is still alive. Tom Reinhart
doesn't mess around. Wealthy clients pay the lone wolf to sneak into the ruins of
Old Detroit, retrieve what they want—diamonds, cash, heirlooms—and get out
alive. But his latest run goes belly up when he saves the life of an omega wolf
with haunting amber eyes that grab him by the balls and won't let go. As former
airborne military, Tom's used to danger. He knows better than to let a pair of
pretty eyes distract him. But the little omega dredges up Tom's protective
instincts and the need to care for a mate. Sadly, the only things the lone wolf
can't give are the things the omega wants most—the security of a pack and a
family of his own. Tom will never again submit to an autocratic alpha. But the
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pack who wants Henry silenced is too strong to handle alone. To save his
precious golden-eyed mate and their unborn son, Tom must swallow his pride
and seek the help of another alpha—Jake Kross of the St. Clair Pack. The
epitome of everything Tom hated about his previous life… Reader note: contains
M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters, hot romance elements, and male male love
Twenty-year-old Freya is a siren wolf-shifter, a special type of wolf-shifter that is
coveted and most unfortunately, hunted by every wolf Alpha in the world. Stolen
from her home by an unknown and cruel Alpha, her existence seems bleak. Cole
was the Alpha that had had her kidnapped. Cole is one of the strongest Alpha in
the area and wanted Freya for himself. He craved more power, and as a siren
wolf that Freya is, she's the perfect mate he wanted. Freya tried at all costs not to
submit to any Alpha because her wolf would not let her.Riley and Dustin have
been best friends from the very day they met. A few years back, something
changed. Riley discovered that a clueless straight is his mate. These three will
form a bond so strong and true that nothing in the world will ever tear apart.Cole
finds Freya at Dustin and Riley's place, and he's determined to do anything to get
her even it involves killing anybody. Death is better than submission, an oath
Freya has made. But what Alpha was the kind who could torture you into
submission and turn your mind against you.WARNING: Please note: this
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standalone short story contains graphic sex and is only intended for adult
readers.
The paranormal has a way of creeping up on the least prepared. For Faith
Luvena it strolls through the doors of the flower shop where she works. The pale
gentleman has a dark allure around him that draws her to him and draws out a
hidden, lustful animal within her. She decides to follow him into the shadows of
the night, and her decision leads her from the highest society to the darkest
alleys of the city, and among the undead. Undead that have every intention of
making her permanently dead. The Blood Thief series is a sensual episodic serial
where each book contains a conclusive story within an over-arching tale of
sensual fun. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural,
fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action
adventure, action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free,
freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich,
quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel,
secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box,
box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free
romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire, wealthy,
millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance books,
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billionaire romance, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past,
monster, creature, vampire, undead, immortal, revenant, demon, devil, werewolf,
shifter, shapeshifter, transform, wolf, occult, secret, demon, devil, holiday,
Halloween, sensual, ghost, spirit, undead, holiday, phantom, poltergeist, zombie,
workplace, office, boss, work, death, magic, sorcery, witch, wizard
Omega Stolen
In the sequel to Book 2, Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Kept, the trilogy concludes with Alpha
Wolf’s Pet, Hunted. Living with werewolves is a lesson in Mia's fragility, and
stretching the limits of their antiquated pack protocol wears on everybody's
nerves. Nonetheless, Mia is an official member of their pack, and Dominic's lover.
Satisfied with their romantic and sexy exclusive arrangement, Mia is devastated
when Chandra, Dominic's fiancée, arrives during his absence. Dominic is
worried. Is his love for Mia really his addiction to her blood? Will she eventually
become his blood mistress and belong to her, commanding his body and soul?
Before he can resolve the issue, the Russian Chess Piece mob strikes his
territory. Faced with the king's command to mate his werewolf fiancée, and the
mob, he has no time to explain before Mia does what she does best. She runs.
Danger looms for Mia and all werewolf kind as secrets are revealed about the
mob pursuing her. But most disturbing of all, is the Lycan Intelligence Agency’s
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sudden interest in Mia’s DNA. Will new revelations destroy their love and crush
their future? If you enjoyed the Alpha Wolf’s Pet universe, you might want to
continue with the spinoff, Team Greywolf Series. Suspenseful Paranormal
Romance.
I never expected a night of drinking to end in blood and werewolves. I never
expected any of it, not being pimped out by a deranged alpha to repopulate their
pack or to be seeking help from an overly serious, overtly sexy scarred stranger
who just so happens to be a werewolf himself. I don't have a choice but to trust
him, but trusting him shouldn't involve being so drawn to him. Why can't I stop?
He said he had been alive for over seventy years, and that was just in passing,
so how can I trust that he isn't using me for his own nefarious schemes that I
haven't found yet? Why would he help a random human that he stumbled upon
anyways? He's a lone werewolf who stumbled upon his True Mate in a cage,
she's a flighty junior in college who was only ever interested in sparkly fantasy.
Are you ready to run with them through forests, lust, and intrigue? Are they ready
to face each other and that war-fractured pack chasing them for her fertility?
As the only she-wolf in a generation, Lucia McGraw’s destined to mate with a
Wild Lake Alpha. An arranged marriage will cement the peace on Wild Lake and
secure her brother’s power among the packs for decades to come. There’s just
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one problem. Free spirit Lucia’s never been one to do what she’s told. To her
brother’s constant frustration, she never misses a chance to raise a little hell.
When Lucia finds an outlaw shifter trespassing on pack lands, chasing him off is
just the kind of trouble Lucia loves to stir up. But this cat stands his ground and
ignites a primal need in her she wasn’t expecting. Acting on it could raise a little
too much hell. For Lucia, catching this tiger by the tail might just bring the packs
to the brink of war. Clint Yeager wasn’t looking for trouble. After a brutal shifter
war in South America, he’s just hoping to lick his wounds and get as far north as
he can. But he’s never seen anything like Lucia before. He thought female
shifters were extinct. Her feral, passionate nature stirs his inner tiger past the
point of control. The smart thing to do would be to keep on running and forget he
ever saw her. But, his animal has other ideas and pursuing her might just put
Clint in the crosshairs of every wolf shifter in the country. Reader’s Note: This
story takes place roughly 30 years before the events in the main Wild Lake
Wolves series. Each book in the Wild Lake Wolves series (including this one) is a
full length, stand alone, cliffhanger free, super sexy werewolf shifter romance.
Book Themes: Wolf shifter romance, paranormal romance, werewolves, witches
and wizardry and magic, fated mates, historical romance 20th Century, strong
female character, possessive alpha male, full length, stand alone novel, tiger
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shifter, weretiger
A dark urban fantasy bringing creatures of myth and legend into the modern
world to combat ancient ideas of good and evil.
Seduced and Rescued [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Paranormal
Romantic Suspense, M/M, shape-shifter, werewolves, HEA] Dragon shifter
Ezekiel McKrackin has been mourning the death of his little wolf mate for the last
four years. He never stopped carrying the memory of Skylar with him, and he
always wears his mate's pendant around his neck. Since Skylar was kidnapped
and murdered by a rogue pack, Ezekiel has made it his mission to bridge the gap
between humans and shifters and help bring the two together by working for
humans to take down unlawful packs. On his next mission, Skylar's spirit feels
closer to him than ever, and he soon understands why when he finds his mate as
an abused and broken slave of the illegal pack. Skylar isn't the same person he
used to be. He's different. He wishes he wasn't, but his mate is here now, and
Skylar wants to give him a normal life. So he tries to forget, to push everything
away, but it doesn't quite work. Ezekiel only wants the best for his mate, to help
him recover, but when one of the alphas that abused Skylar escapes, Ezekiel is
put on high alert. An alpha wolf will always try to take back a stolen omega, and
Ezekiel might not be fast enough to rescue his mate a second time. Safe with the
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Alpha [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romantic Suspense, M/M, shape-shifter, HEA] After having his heart broken by
an unrequited love, dire wolf shifter Baron Sykes needs to get away from work.
He doesn't want to deal with shifters, matings, or the fact that the man he loves is
mated to someone else. When he gets to his family cabin, he finds the locks
broken and a squatter inside making himself at home. Except the cute little cat
shifter isn't just a squatter--he's a runaway omega from an illegal pack. The lust
that hits him is immediate and powerful, and Baron can't turn away from Philip.
And he doesn't want to. His true mate is here calling to him, as are all of Baron's
protective instincts as he and his mate spend a perfect night together. Alphas
who try to force a mating are known for not giving up, and Baron might not be
strong enough to defend Philip from the three shifters coming after him...and the
secret Philip carries. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
An exiled shifter. His alpha mate. And a desire so intense it could be the death of
them… York, England, 1912 Kent was a pack outcast. His shifter instincts cruelly
muted, he was collared and kept as a stray. Until he was offered his freedom—for
something in return. He must rescue Hadrian, an alpha held hostage in the wolf
highlands. It's a pleasure for Kent to follow the captive's scent, one so wild and
virile it gives him a rush. Though he despises being treated like a mutt called to
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heel, he'll gladly fall to his knees for an alpha like Hadrian. Hadrian has never met
anyone like this damaged wolf warrior. His savior who licks the blood from his
wounds and who arouses in him feelings he doesn't understand or want to
control. But Hadrian suspects that more than desire binds them. It's betrayal.
Pawns in an elaborate and feral deceit, they're now caught in the deepening
maze of a vengeful shifter world, where navigating the mysteries of the heart
could prove just as unpredictable and dangerous as the enemies they face. This
book is approximately 32,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of
the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It's a promise! Find out more at CarinaPress.com/RomancePromise
A new alpha. A pack divided. Sometimes there is no right choice. Lucy’s world is
thrown into chaos now that all the packs have merged under one Supreme
Alpha. The alpha is annoying, but he’s just a puppet. Lucy knows the real
problem is her father. He wants to take over the world, and so far he’s doing a
pretty good job of it. And that’s not her only problem. Everyone’s fighting.
Sam’s in a coma. Harper York is kidnapped, and finals are just around the
corner. The only thing that’s going well is her relationship with Tennyson, but
they can’t be together until the alpha is gone. Lucy has the power to defeat the
alpha, but to use it, she might have to become the thing she fears the most.
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For a limited time, get all of the Mammoth Forest Wolves’ binge-worthy,
smoldering hot, wolf shifters in one giant box set. Inside, you’ll get five full-length
novels including... >>>Liam- Liam isn’t afraid to fight for his liberation. Planning a
secret uprising against a ruthless pack chief, he and his rebel brotherhood dare
not claim mates for fear of placing them in peril. But when a botched medical
supply run lands him on a fiery vet-assistant’s operating table, he knows with
one touch that she is his destiny. >>>Mac- Mac's Morris, got one chance to find
his missing sister and save her from a forced marriage to one of the Chief Pack’s
most dangerous generals. His mind and heart go haywire when he comes face to
face with his own fated mate, Eve Dawson. Feisty, beautiful, and too stubborn for
her own good, Eve’s everything Mac’s inner wolf could ask for. But like his
sister, she’s been marked for another wolf. Mac’s gut-wrenching choice will
change things in Mammoth Forest forever. >>>Gunnar - If Gunnar gets lucky,
he’ll just get to die today. The ruthless Pack leader wants to bend Gunnar’s
mind and force him to betray every rebel shifter in Mammoth Forest. Then, out of
nowhere a fierce, beautiful woman whispers his name in the dark. She calls
herself Jett and her presence sparks hope and a light inside he’s tried to bury
ever since his capture. Jett’s scent calls to Gunnar’s inner wolf in the way only a
fated mate’s should. After just one touch, Gunnar’s not sure he even cares
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what’s true anymore. He only knows he might be willing to risk everything just to
claim her. >>>Payne- Payne has kept a dark secret from the other rebels of
Mammoth Forest that may just be their downfall. When asked to go on a mission
over the border, Payne jumps at the chance to get clear of the Pack leader's
reach. Except, there’s a catch. He’s got to take Lena, the beautiful sister of one
his best friends with him. She too has suffered under Pack control and now
Payne is honor bound to protect her with his life. The minute he gets close to
Lena, he knows she’s his fated mate. With the Pack’s pull growing, Payne may
have to protect Lena from himself. >>>Jagger- The shifter war of a century is
about to ignite. Sent on a harrowing recon mission deep in the heart of Kentucky,
Jagger’s already decided this is a one-way trip. Three years after losing his fated
mate and half his heart, he’s ready to go out in a blaze of glory to be with her.
He’s ready and he’s done. Until he meets strange, beautiful Rowan in the
middle of nowhere. She calls to his inner wolf and makes him feel things he’s
only felt once before. But, that’s impossible. There are no second chances when
it comes to fated mates. Are there? If you love irresistible fated mates, happily
ever afters, and more drop-dead gorgeous, angsty, protective wolf shifters than
you can handle, scroll up to grab this thrilling action packed paranormal romance
series. Book Themes: Book Themes: wolf shifter romance series, paranormal
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romance box sets, shifter romance bundles, shapeshifters, werewolves, witches
and mages, fated mates, strong protective alpha male heroes, kickass strong
female heroines, werebears, new adult, standalones

The big one wolf-shifter romance fans have been hungering for! In
this huge box set, you'll get the complete Wolfguard Protectors
series. Settle in with five, full-length novels (over 1100 pages).
This All-Shifter Security Force holds the line between their kind
and those who seek to destroy them. Get ready for swoon-worthy
shifter heroes, kickass heroines, fated mates, and the actionpacked storylines that'll keep you up at night turning the pages.
This set includes: Shift of Fate Echo of Magic Kiss of Midnight Heart of the Wolf
Secret of the Fae
Shift of Fate I am Willow’s protector. I am paid to give my life for hers. As a
member of the elite all-shifter Wolfguard Security Team, it’s the job. One last
assignment and I can write my own ticket. Start my own pack. It should have
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been easy. Just a cross-country road trip. Get the girl home in one piece. Then I
saw her... Her scent calls to the wolf inside of me. Then I got too close... A single
touch and I knew we were fated. A single kiss and I knew I would kill for her. But
Willow belongs to someone else… In one week, I’m supposed to deliver her to
him. Except, it’s my name she calls out for in the night. My mark she craves. If I
take what’s mine, it could destroy the life I’ve built and call forth a darkness too
big to contain. If I claim her, it could ruin us both.
Echo of Magic Meg Crossley hired me to guard a priceless red diamond. But,
the second I laid eyes on Meg, I knew she was the greatest treasure of all. My
heart beats for her. Her touch rouses my inner wolf in dangerous ways. She
knows what she is to me, but it scares her. She’s lost everyone she loves and
that rare diamond is all she thinks she has left. There’s a legend surrounding it.
An ancient power lurks inside waiting to be unleashed. If it falls into the wrong
hands, it could spell the end for every shifter on the planet. I’m here to keep that
from happening. But it might cost Meg's life.
Kiss of Midnight I’m an Alpha wolf shifter. It’s my duty to capture the woman
who killed a member of the coven. Nadia is considered dangerous. Her dark and
deadly spells spare no one. I never expected to be so drawn to her. Could it be
her spell? Probably. There’s no way we can be soulmates. But I feel an intense
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need to protect her… to believe her. There has to be more to the story. And it has
to be us against the world. But can we truly become one and confess our love for
each other?
Heart of the Wolf I’ve pledged my life to Wolfguard Security. They took me in
when I was lost. I’ve killed for them. Bled for them. Kept their secrets. There’s
nothing I wouldn’t do to serve this brotherhood. Then, a wildcat crossed my path.
Nova’s the last of her kind. A female jaguar. Hunted. On the run. Coveted by a
rival pack, a secret organization, and just about every other shifter on the planet.
If any of them find her, they’ll try to claim her. Own her. Bend her to their will.
And I will destroy them all. Because Nova belongs to me. My fated mate.
Wanting her is dangerous. The last time I led with my heart, the woman I loved
got killed. I was younger then. I thought I was invincible. I’ll never make the
same mistake again. No matter how much Nova’s primal nature calls to mine. To
save her life, I’ll have to let her go.
Secret of the Fae Wolfguard Security sent me to find out what she knows. To
contain the threat she poses. Zendra holds the key to unlocking a mystery that
could destroy every shifter alive. Her magic is unlike any I have ever felt. I’m an
Alpha Wolf. She’s something different. Ancient. Powerful. Intoxicating. I crave
her just like a drug. She pulls me in even though I know it will be my undoing. I
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have no choice but to stay bound to her. At least until I can uncover the secret
she’s hiding. The source of her power. Only, I have a secret of my own. If I don’t
take a mate soon, I’ll lose control of my wolf for good. It might already be too
late. I know I should just turn her over to Wolfguard and walk away. Find out if
there’s anything left of me to save. Though I came for the hunt, it’s Zendra who
holds me captive. Pulled between sin and salvation. Duty versus desire. There’s
only one thing left to do. Give into fate or lose everything. Book Themes: Book
Themes: wolf shifter romance series, paranormal romance box sets, shifter
romance bundles, shapeshifters, werewolves, witches and mages, fated mates,
strong protective alpha male heroes, kickass strong female heroines, werebears,
new adult, standalones, complete series, security guards, bodyguards,
“Die Alpha’s Claim-Reihe, erschreckend in ihrer Brutalität, ist ein sinnliches
Meisterwerk, das in seiner eigenen schonungslosen Darstellung die primitive Art
der menschlichen Natur verherrlicht.“ – Zoe Blake, USA Today Bestsellerautorin
Niemand wird ihm das nehmen, was ihm gehört … Der Kommodore stahl sie am
helllichten Tag von der Straße – die erste weibliche Omega, die seit
Generationen im Bernard Dome entdeckt wurde. Er nahm sie mit Gewalt und
niemand griff ein. Er brach sie und schwor, sie wieder zusammenzusetzen.
Brenya Perin wurde gezwungen, sich zu unterwerfen. Der Bernard Dome ist das
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Juwel Europas, eine Bastion der Kunst und Kultur, des Vergnügens und der
Dekadenz. Aber das Leben in der Stadt hängt von dem Beruf ab, den man bei
seiner Geburt zugewiesen bekommt. Es gibt kein Aufbegehren, keinen Zweifel
daran, wer hier herrscht. Es gibt keine Freiheit. Und es gibt keine Einmischung
von anderen Domes … bis eine neue Bedrohung von einem fernen Kontinent
eintrifft. Shepherds recht Hand, Jules. Schlüsselwörter: KOSTENLOSES BUCH,
Gratis Buch, Dark Romance, Dunkle Liebe, Übernatürlich, Schicksalspartner,
Aus Feinden werden Liebende, Dunkle Romanze. Dystopisch, dystopische
Romanze, MF Omegaverse, Omegaverse, dunklen Liebesromane aus dem
Omegaverse, Antiheld, Antiheld Romanze, Märchen, Märchen Romanze,
possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark romance, psychological romance,
gothic romance, paranormal romance, dystopian, dystopian romance, complete
power exchange, seductive romance, A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero,
Antihero, antihero romance, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to
love, Abuse of Power, beauty and the beast, blackmail, passionate lovers,
knotting, tortured heroine, tragic past, unrequited love, virgin, sexually romantic
books, series, romantic suspense, collections, anthologies, jealous possessive
romance, forbidden romance, hunted female, angsty alpha romance Der Frieden
hat seinen Preis, einen Preis, den der Kommodore des Bernard Domes zu
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zahlen bereit ist … solange die seltene Omega sein bleibt. *** Shepherds Einfluss
wird größer. Seine Machenschaften sind subtil und er hat alle Hände voll zu tun
mit der Pflege seiner genesenden Gefährtin. Ihre Sicherheit hat für ihn oberste
Priorität und er ist bereit, einen Krieg zu riskieren, um sie zu gewährleisten. Der
Bernard Dome hat, was er will, und sollten sie es ihm vorenthalten, wird Unheil
über sie hereinbrechen. Anmerkung des Verlags: Das vierte Buch in Addison
Cains faszinierender, rauer und spannungsgeladener paranormaler Reihe ist
eine Dark Romance mit komplettem Machtaustausch. Schlüsselwörter:
KOSTENLOSES BUCH, Gratis Buch, Dark Romance, Dunkle Liebe,
Übernatürlich, Schicksalspartner, Aus Feinden werden Liebende, Dunkle
Romanze. Dystopisch, dystopische Romanze, MF Omegaverse, Omegaverse,
dunklen Liebesromane aus dem Omegaverse, Antiheld, Antiheld Romanze,
Märchen, Märchen Romanze, possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark
romance, psychological romance, gothic romance, paranormal romance,
dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive romance,
A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero, Antihero, antihero romance, Suffering
Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power, beauty and the
beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, knotting, tortured heroine, tragic past,
unrequited love, virgin, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense,
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collections, anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted
female, angsty alpha romance
Can an alpha wolf catch a thief who bends the laws of physics? Wolf shifter and
billionaire Arek Varg runs a security company specializing in bodyguards,
extraction teams, and hostage rescue. He’s also the alpha of all the Western
Packs and uses his ancient Odin medallion to connect with his packs’ magic and
lead his wolves as a cohesive unit. With war brewing between the four major
shifter coalitions, the last thing he needs is a mysterious woman stealing his relic.
He’ll use all of his resources to hunt her down. And if he does, will she tame
him? Former museum curator Dr. Laney Marconi was the darling of the magical
artifacts’ academic world until she fell from grace due to a scandal based on
false accusations. She now reclaims stolen items for insurance companies, using
her witch powers that manipulate parallel dimensions. When a routine case turns
into a disaster of epic proportions, she needs to evade the sexy shifter she stole
from long enough to figure out who set her up. The hunt is on. But with Arek hot
on her heels, Laney is forced to decide if salvaging the few crumbs left of her
good reputation is worth teaming up with the alpha wolf whose ice-blue gaze
pierces her shields while he demands nothing less than her soul. If you’re a fan
of these themes, you’ll love A WOLF’S HUNGER: -> Fated Mates -> Billionaire
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Alpha Wolf Hero -> Headstrong Smart Witch Heroine -> Enemies to Lovers ->
Sizzling Chemistry that Burns Up the Sheets
A woman looking for a connection Following her grandmother’s death, Sadie
Burrows-King leaves the only pack she’s ever known in search of family ties.
Crashing into Los Lobos, literally, she finds herself face-to-face with a man who
calls to the lonely wolf inside her. A man on the fringes of society Orphaned wolf,
Easton Quaid, survived the cruel years of Magnum’s reign by the skin of his
teeth and the kindness of others, of the pack, but not really part of it. His world
turns upside down when a new wolf blows into town. It will take every ounce of
patience to claim her as his mate. Stolen kisses Set a task in the scavenger hunt,
Sadie and Easton must work together. Proximity and attraction lead to stolen
kisses and more between the pair. The mating call is strong, but is it too much for
her to handle? Secrets and celebrations A new family, a new pack, and the
temptation of a new mate. Sadie had everything she ever dreamed of, right? As
the Winter Solstice celebrations get into full swing, old secrets are revealed.
Sadie faces the decision of her life. Is she a solid, reliable Burrows, or a flighty,
untrustworthy King? It’s not only her heart at risk if she makes the wrong choice.
Ice Age shifters defy the odds to protect their true mates from anyone and
anything that stands in their way. Four complete magical paranormal romances
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with action, humor, and heart by USA TODAY bestselling author Carol Van
Natta. Immerse yourself in the secret worlds of the smokin' hot Ice Age Shifters
today. Shifter Mate Magic Lonely bear shifter Trevor must convince a pregnant
woman on the run that he's her mate, and their only hope is a magical sanctuary
town. Jackie doesn't trust shifters. With the feline pride hot on her trail, however,
Trevor might be her only chance for survival. Even his indomitable bear may be
no match for a dangerous enemy seeking retribution. Shift of Destiny There is no
such thing as magic, or sexy shifters. Or… is there? Moira doesn’t believe in
magic, despite being chased by a crazy billionaire for her supposed “gifts.” The
magic of a quirky town has to be a tourist gimmick. Chance, prehistoric lion
shifter, believes in Moira, his true mate. He’s determined to protect her and help
her find the magic in her blood. But even a top predator can’t guess the lengths
to which a desperate billionaire will go to get what he wants. Heart of a Dire Wolf
Skyla, prehistoric dire wolf shifter, and Nic, sexy tiger shifter, recognize their true
mate in each other. Problem is, they’re prisoners of an underground auction. To
stay together, they must escape captivity, avoid ruthless hunters, and figure out
how to work together if they’re going to crack the secrets of a mysterious newold sanctuary town. And they better hurry, because the greedy wizards are after
the fabled treasures of this vulnerable sanctuary town—and them. Dire Wolf
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Wanted The magical world stands on the brink of war, unless two extraordinary
shifters can bridge the gulf between them. Dire wolf shifter Rayne Chekal works
to take down an illegal auction house that trafficks in shifters. Arvik Inuktan,
secret mythic shifter, infiltrated the auction staff with the same mission. The
attraction is instant... and impossible. War is coming. When Rayne and Arvik
meet on the battlefield, can they overcome their differences and work together to
stop the evil, or will this war engulf the magical world? Buy Ice Age Shifters now
because you love smokin' hot romance, thrilling adventure, and happily-everafters.
Angus Murray, Türsteher einer Shifter-Bar in New Orleans, ist wenig begeistert,
als die Shifterbehörde ihn zwingt, eine halsbandlose Shifterin einzufangen, doch
ihm bleibt keine andere Wahl. Allerdings erweist sich die clevere Tamsin als ganz
anders als erwartet, und Angus ist schnell klar, dass er sie nicht einfach einem
ungewissen Schicksal ausliefern kann. Tamsin Calloway ist schon ihr halbes
Leben auf der Flucht und weiß, wie man sich jeglichem Zugriff entzieht. Bei
Angus fällt ihr das überraschend schwer, nicht zuletzt weil der schwarze Wolf der
erste Mann seit langer Zeit ist, zu dem sie sich hingezogen fühlt. Trotzdem ahnt
sie, dass es für sie beide kein einfaches Happy End geben kann, denn sie hütet
ein Geheimnis, hinter dem nicht nur die Shifterbehörde her ist …
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The Werewolf Society Box Set includes Wicked Werewolf Night, Wicked
Werewolf Secret, and Wicked Werewolf Passion. WICKED WEREWOLF NIGHT:
Nico's Story A witch after his secret. A wolf after her pleasure. Nico Moore is the
leader of The Werewolf Society's elite Royal Guard. Aylia Richardson is the witch
who calls to the beast in Nico, but destiny has also made her the keeper of a gift
that threatens the very existence of his race. To destroy this gift will destroy this
woman...the only one he has ever dared to call 'mate'. WICKED WEREWOLF
SECRET: Kole's Story Kole Smith will soon become the leader of his pack, and
not just any pack. He will lead the Royal Guard of the Werewolf Society. Before
he accepts his role, he has unfinished business and her name is Sarah. Sarah's
family ran the Casino Operation used as a front for The Werewolf Society, until
the greed of the rebels trying to overthrow their government led to her families
murder. Kole saved her life, gave her the opportunity to live, and to deliver the
vengeance she craves against the rebels. WICKED WEREWOLF PASSION:
Shi's story Shi is a wolf who's been shunned by the Royal Guard he once fought
for, the head of a mercenary team that does the jobs too dirty for everyone else.
His newest job is to find, and kidnap, the gorgeous daughter of a high ranking
member of the council, and make him confess he's working for the enemy. Dirty
work, but someone has to do it. Only this gorgeous wolf isn't about to believe her
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father is on the bad side of the fence, nor does she have plans to be anyone's
captive. In fact...she might just make Shi her captive. Reissue. These books were
originally published under the same titles with different covers.
Wie man einen Werwolf datet: #1 Nenn ihn niemals Braver Hund. Ich habe ein
Problem. Ein großes, haariges… sexy Problem. Ein Vollstrecker des Werwolf MCs
ist in mein Haus eingebrochen und weigert sich, zu gehen. Er denkt, ich kenne
das Geheimnis der Werwölfe, und ist hier, um dafür zu sorgen, dass ich die
Klappe halte. #2 Sei bei Vollmond darauf vorbereitet, dass es freakig wird. Als er
endlich zu dem Schluss kommt, dass ich keine Bedrohung darstelle, ist es zu
spät. Sein Wolf hat mich als seine Gefährtin gewählt. So ein Pech, dass wir uns
nicht ausstehen können… #3 Böse Mädchen werden im Schlafzimmer gefressen.
…bis die Instinkte die Kontrolle übernehmen. Dann geht es wild zu. Bei Vollmond
bringt mich dieser Wolfmann nackt dazu, nach mehr zu heulen. #4 Trennungen
sind eine haarige Angelegenheit. Nicht einmal ein Besuch von der Mafia, mein
schimpfender Ex und meine verrückte Mutter, sowie ein Roadtrip durch die
Staaten in einem Hippie-VW-Bus können ihm etwas anhaben. #5 Achtung vor
dem Paarungsbiss. Denn einem Wolf kann man nicht entkommen, wenn er erst
einmal beschlossen hat, dass man seine Gefährtin ist.
Nearly twenty years ago, Ruby was stolen from her pack by an alpha who saw
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her as the key to his power. Now she’s free, but freedom comes with its own
problems. Her old pack comes calling, and they aren’t the sort of visitors that
come bearing gifts. They bring danger, threats, and for whatever reason, Ash. To
quell the tension between her old alpha and her new one, Ruby volunteers to go
with Ash on a mission to find information about lupine being hunted. Working
together leads to more discoveries between themselves than anything else,
however, when Ruby’s honed defenses prove flimsy against Ash’s charm and
persistence. The last thing she needs is to play with a younger lover, especially
when lupine are going missing. With too many questions and mysteries floating
around her, will Ruby find the balance between her lupine loyalties and her own
free will? Her heart has been broken before, and now she’s protecting her very
spirit. *** KEYWORDS: steamy paranormal wolf shifter romance, shapeshifter
romance, standalone romance for adults, interracial, werewolf romance, younger
man older woman romance
An action-packed, high concept, time-travelling adventure. Full of animal magic
and with an epic wolf character. Linked to a website with ‘Meet the Character’
profiles, book excerpt and background stories
Never Steal From An Alpha Jessica worked hard to get this point in her career.
So far as to put off things most people would be doing. She meets a man that
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makes her wild and she soon finds out this man isn't just a man but also a
werewolf. His initial behaviors is odd but over time she fall for him. However her
new position in his life proves dangerous for her. Her wolf decides to choose her
safety over practicality , but it will cost them both in the end.
An alpha werewolf meets his match in this sizzling paranormal romance from USA
Today bestselling author Terry Spear THERE'S A NEW WOLF PACK IN SILVER
TERRITORY Wolf shifter and park ranger Eric Silver is committed to his job policing
spectacular San Isabel National Forest, and he's hot on the scent of some mysterious
wolves who are up to no good. When Eric's investigation leads him to cross paths with
forester Pepper Grayling, he's fascinated to learn this she-wolf is her pack's leaderstrong, independent, and definitely not looking for a mate. AND THIS TIME THE
LEADER'S A SHE... With unknown dangers on the prowl, Pepper is tempted to give in
to her attraction to Eric and align her pack with his. But Pepper's been pursued by
many an alpha male out to take over her pack and gain her hard-won territory-and Eric
is a born leader. How does Eric earn the trust of a she-wolf who's been betrayed so
often in the past? Praise for Silence of the Wolf: "The outstanding and gripping
plot...will appeal to paranormal fans, and romance junkies will take delight in the red-hot
love story embedded within." -RT Book Reviews, 4 stars "Nobody does werewolf
romances like Terry Spear. The romance sizzles, the plot boils, the mystery intrigues,
and the characters shine." -The Royal Reviews
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For the first time ever, get all of the Wild Lake Wolves’ binge-worthy, smoldering hot,
wolf shifters in one giant box set. Inside, you’ll get five full-length novels including...
???Rogue Alpha Exiled from his native pack lands, Mal is on a mission of redemption. If
he can bring down a rival Alpha wolf and reclaim his pack, he just might get the chance
to return home. But when he meets Laura, he knows instantly that she’s his fated mate
but it may be the very thing that gets her killed. For a powerful enemy with nothing left
to lose won’t hesitate to hurt Laura to get to Mal. Even though Mal knows the safest
thing to do is walk away, the dark wolf inside him may be too strong to deny. ??? Dark
Wolf Luke Tully has spent a decade under the control of a powerful, ruthless Alpha who
made him do things that would have broken lesser men. When he meets Tamryn Kane,
she stirs his wolf and long-buried passions within him that just might bring out the
darkness inside him he’s tried so desperately to contain. Can this beauty finally help
quell the beast inside of Luke? And When Tamryn learns the truth about Luke’s past,
can she love him anyway? ??? Primal Heat Bas Lanier gets what he wants. Always.
The hunky billionaire businessman is also Alpha to the largest wolf shifter pack in Wild
Lake. He can’t always afford to play by the rules. Too many people depend on him for
protection and their livelihood. But when he meets sexy law student, Abby Winslow,
instant heat flares between them. The kind only reserved for fated mates. But, when
new enemies threaten pack lands, Abby may get caught in the crossfire. ??? Savage
Moon When there’s trouble in Wild Lake, pack enforcer Alec Martel’s the guy who
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rushes in where other wolves fear to tread. He is one tough, hot, ass-kicking shifter who
knows how to get things done and keep all the packs in line. This time, the biggest
threat to pack harmony comes from Kane, a vengeful Alpha thirsty for power. When
Alec goes to investigate, he meets Olivia Lord. Her luscious curves and tough girl
attitude has his inner Alpha howling. The only problem is, she’s Kane’s mate. If Alec
wants to claim Olivia for himself, he may have to start a pack war to do it. ??? Hunter's
Heart Jessa Lyle thinks the only good werewolves are dead ones. She should know.
Her family makes its fortune hunting some of the most brutal, rogue shifters around.
This time, her mark is sexy, dangerous, Alpha, Derek Monroe. She feels a powerful
attraction to him she never saw coming. Just when Jessa thinks she’s captured her
wolf, Derek may just have captured Jessa’s heart. What if everything Jessa's ever
believed about werewolves is a lie and the only truth she can see now is him? If you
love swoon-worthy fated mates, happily ever afters, and more sinfully sexy, protective
Alpha wolves than you can handle, scroll up to grab this thrilling wolf shifter romance
series. Book Themes: wolf shifter romance series, paranormal romance box sets,
shifter romance bundles, shapeshifters, werewolves, witches and mages, fated mates,
strong protective alpha male heroes, kickass strong female heroines, werebears, new
adult, standalones
Vor zehn Jahren hat er ihr Herz gebrochen. Nun ist er entschlossen, sie
zurückzugewinnen. Tanner Hartson wusste schon am ersten Schultag, dass Savannah
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Butler die Eine für ihn ist. Sie ist wunderschön, wild und unabhängig – damals wie
heute. Leider hat er als Jugendlicher den Fehler gemacht, ihr Herz auf die
schlimmstmögliche Weise zu brechen. In den vergangenen zehn Jahren hat er sie
weder gesehen, noch etwas von ihr gehört. Nun ist sie nach Hartson's Creek
zurückgekehrt, und Tanner spürt sofort, dass die Anziehungskraft noch genauso stark
ist wie damals. Er will Savannah zurückgewinnen. Und dieses Mal lässt er ein Nein als
Antwort nicht gelten.
MEINE GEFANGENE. MEINE GEFÄHRTIN. MEIN PREIS. Ich habe die
Gefangennahme der schönen amerikanischen Wölfin nicht befohlen. Ich habe sie nicht
von den Händlern gekauft. Ich hatte nicht mal vor, sie zu beanspruchen. Aber kein
männlicher Wandler hätte dem Verlangen des Vollmondes und einem verschlossenen
Zimmer mit Sedona standhalten können, nackt und ans Bett gefesselt. Ich verlor nicht
nur die Kontrolle, sondern habe sie auch markiert und sie mit meinem Wolfswelpen
geschwängert zurückgelassen. Ich werde sie nicht gefangen halten, so sehr ich es
auch möchte. Ich erlaube ihr, in die Sicherheit des Rudels ihres Bruders zu
entkommen. Aber einmal markiert, ist keine Wölfin wirklich mehr frei. Ich werde ihr bis
ans Ende der Erde folgen, wenn ich muss. Sedona gehört zu mir.
When Dr. Melanie Harding comes to rural Maryland to open a veterinarian clinic, she
has no intention of buying into the area's absurd werewolf legends. Until she rescues
an ordinary dog shot with a silver bullet, and meets his sexy owner, Major Drew
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Connell. A founding member of the Alpha Force on a nearby military base, Drew has
developed an elixir that helps werewolves control their shape-shifting abilities. Drew
has always tried to keep his distance from the civilian population, but Melanie's sweet
and gentle nature soon wears down his defenses. With the attacks on people and
animals in the area mounting, can their fiery attraction withstand their toughest
challenge?
Ten years ago on a snowy night, alpha werewolf Adrian Williams was left stranded on a
frozen mountain and knew he would die. Until he was rescued by a mysterious, lovely
woman came along who shifted into a wolf and fed him her body heat. She gave him
new life, and new hope, and led him to a ragged pack of Lupines needing a leader. At
that moment, Adrian knew he would survive and form his own pack. He vowed she
would become his mate. Nothing would stop him. Darcy Chambers is no ordinary
woman. She’s a powerful Changeling Shifter, who can shapeshift into any animal form.
Drawn to Adrian that snowy night, she has resisted the potent sexual chemistry drawing
them together. Caught “borrowing” a rare gem from him without permission, she is
forced to spend two weeks with Adrian. He desires her as his mate, but also needs her
powers to help him retrieve an important crystal that could save a pack member’s life.
The crystal is hidden in an abandoned silver mine where dark magick still lingers. But
what awaits them in frozen Colorado is not only deadly, it could also expose the dark
secret Darcy hides, the secret that could turn this powerful alpha wolf against her…
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My job was clear. Find Nova Grey. Keep her safe. I’ve pledged my life to Wolfguard
Security. They took me in when I was lost. I’ve killed for them. Bled for them. Kept their
secrets. There’s nothing I wouldn’t do to serve this brotherhood. Then, a wildcat
crossed my path. Nova’s the last of her kind. A female jaguar. Hunted. On the run.
Coveted by a rival pack, a secret organization, and just about every other shifter on the
planet. If any of them find her, they’ll try to claim her. Own her. Bend her to their will.
And I will destroy them all. Because Nova belongs to me. My fated mate. Wanting her is
dangerous. The last time I led with my heart, the woman I loved got killed. I was
younger then. I thought I was invincible. I’ll never make the same mistake again. No
matter how much Nova’s primal nature calls to mine. To save her life, I’ll have to let
her go. Try telling that to my wolf. Heart of the Wolf is a steamy standalone paranormal
romance novel featuring an All-Shifter security force. If you like sizzling chemistry, fated
mates, happily ever afters, and twists you won't see coming, then you'll love Kimber
White's passionate, action-packed story. Book Themes: wolf shifter romance, action
adventure romance, bodyguard, protector, alpha hero, elite security team, witches,
wizards, magic, paranormal romance, strong heroine, protective alpha male hero,
jaguar shifter, woman in jeopardy, woman in peril
Jessica-Lyn Kilian has a new Alpha and one would think it's sad that her Alpha is dead.
He was her brother. After years of abuse and isolation, she has hope. Only it's dashed
by this intimidating man. He tars her with the same brush as her brother. Blaming her
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for not alerting the authorities of their plight. He demands to take control as his right.
Jessie's brother had attacked his pack and died. Alrick Johannsen of the Silver Ridge
Pack has just returned from battle to save the Ruling Council(NARC). His pack is under
attack by a fool and he dies. Alrick doesn't get the satisfaction of putting his miserable
hide down. The law forces him to deal with the ruins of this pack. Victor of Iron Hill Pack
has a sister. She claims not to know his illegal activities. Since she didn't inform anyone
of those activities. Alrick is holding her responsible. He decides suddenly to punish her.
She will serve him until he decides what to do with her. Jessie has three choices. Place
herself at the mercy of NARC, accept his punishment, or leave. Leaving is death, her
brother's actions saw to that. As a rogue, NARC or Alrick will kill her legally. Alrick told
her there was no place for her in his pack or any other. What will she do? How will
Alrick respond? Will their bond bloom into a soulbond? Or will the discovery of her
brother alive destroy it? After all, Alrick must by law hunt and kill Victor.
Awaken in the darkness of a foreign land; it prowls the forest with yellow eyes and sharp fangs.
It thirsts for blood and strays upon a mysterious camp. It watches them carefully and waits for
a false move before striking swiftly and without detection. One by one they are taken against
their will. Its strength is menacing and mutilates without remorse. Its rage is powered by an
indestructible force not seen in centuries. The lifeless body moves through darkness like the
animal that it seems to be. But it is no animal... it is a young child born from the purest blood of
vampirism, but raised by an enemy species long since lost. The child finds himself in a human
world war and engages curiously with an axis of evil known historically as the German Nazis.
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In a quest to find a mythological and holy relic stolen generations ago by enemies of darkness
that will fight if interfered with their dominance of the world. And as the boys hunger intensifies,
so do the efforts of the Nazi watch towers. By doubling guards in each corners of the camp
they are certain the boy-creature awaits them. They can only wait and pray for the only line of
defense... for the sun to rise quickly. The German train unloads hundreds of people at the Nazi
labor camp. One of the new arrivals is a mysterious man from Sweden falsely imprisoned. He
is beaten and dragged into the same concentration camp where the boy vampire is feasting.
His capture does not go unnoticed and quickly uncovers the truth about the labor camp and
what it means to wear a yellow star on his clothing. In an epic battle, Jakobson as hes called,
races to escape from the evil that dwells within the camp. He encounters gruesome acts of
terror against humanity, including a supernatural event. One night after the witching hour,
Jakobson watches the Nazis lure a trap for the boy, but their plan foils and Jakobson instead
rescues the child thus avoiding captivity. He befriends the boy and helps him understand the
values of being a human being. Together facing the deathly consequences of war, an ultimate
sacrifice must be fulfilled, if they can stay alive long enough to give the first order, Let the
rebellion begin... death to the Nazis!
Für die Gestaltwandlerin Calla Tor wird die Welt nie wieder sein, wie sie war. Sie hat alles
daran gesetzt, ihr Rudel aus der Sklaverei zu befreien. Doch nach allem Schmerz, den sie
erfahren musste, hat sie der Verrat ihres kleinen Bruders Ansel am tiefsten getroffen. Doch
Calla ist entschlossen nicht aufzugeben und die grausamen Magier ein für alle Mal
unschädlich zu machen.
The Alpha Wolf’s Pet Collection includes the entire trilogy. Each book is a different stage in
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the romantic relationship between alpha werewolf, Dominic and Mia, his human lover.
Paranormal steamy romance and page turning suspense. Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Hidden Book 1
Mia’s testimony against Russian mobsters forced her to enter the witness protection program.
She is relocated to a quaint cottage in Wolf Woods, near Mt. Rainier, far from everyone and
everything she loved and cared for. All is calm, until she meets Dominic, the gorgeous
ruggedly handsome owner of the mysterious Wolfe Estate. He is all alpha male, domineering,
and controlling. The last thing she needs is to get involved with a sexy control freak. Alpha
werewolf, Dominic Wolfe, is the packs’ enforcer. When an attractive young woman moves into
a cottage near his territory; his senses are heightened to obsessive proportions. A human pet
to meet his desires. Dominic is determined to unveil Mia’s real identity while keeping his own
securely hidden. Haunted by the howls and shrieks coming from Dominic’s estate, Mia
wonders if she can really trust the enigmatic man she suspects of wanting a dominantsubmissive relationship. A man who brings out her darker desires. Will hidden danger keep
them from gratifying their burning passion? Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Kept, Book 2 In the sequel to
Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Hidden, Mia has two choices: remain hidden, frightened by the Russian mob
determined to murder her, or become a sworn member and under the protection of Dominic’s
werewolf pack. Being Dominic's human lover is pleasurable while taxing. She wants more than
he can give: commitment. Except werewolves never marry humans. Carnal desires aside, will
she accept her low status within the pack in order to share what little time she has with
Dominic until he takes a werewolf mate? Dominic is torn. If he gives Mia beta status, his pack
will mutiny. If he doesn’t, she’ll leave. Her stubborn independent nature will turn his world of
strict pack rules upside down and he’ll be scorned as pack enforcer. He loves her, but his
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pack rules will never allow him to claim a human as his mate. Worse, he’s drawn to Mia's
addictive blood. Was one taste too much? Despite breaking the witness protection rules and
looming danger, Mia is determined to visit her ailing grandmother. Can Dominic protect her
from the mob, as well as from his kind? As their passion reaches a fevered pitch, will
circumstances crush their happiness? Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Hunted, 3 The trilogy concludes with
Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Hunted. Living with werewolves is a lesson in Mia's fragility, and stretching
the limits of their antiquated pack protocol wears on everybody's nerves. Nonetheless, Mia is
an official member of their pack, and Dominic's lover. Satisfied with their romantic and sexy
exclusive arrangement, Mia is devastated when Chandra, Dominic's fiancée, arrives during his
absence. Dominic is worried. Is his love for Mia really his addiction to her blood? Will she
eventually become his blood mistress and belong to her, commanding his body and soul?
Before he can resolve the issue, the Russian Chess Piece mob strikes his territory. Faced with
the king's command to mate his werewolf fiancée, and the mob, he has no time to explain
before Mia does what she does best. She runs. Danger looms for Mia and all werewolf kind as
secrets are revealed about the mob pursuing her. But most disturbing of all, is the Lycan
Intelligence Agency’s sudden interest in Mia’s DNA. Will new revelations destroy their love
and crush their future? If you enjoyed the Alpha Wolf’s Pet universe, you might want to
continue with the spinoff, Team Greywolf Series. Suspenseful Paranormal Romance.
Ethan I’ve never had to worry about things in my life. I lived inside a stifling bubble of
protection, wealth, and status. But when I hear that our planet has an enemy, and that they are
dying and need our help, I try to get answers. Instead I get a pat on the back and the boot out
of my father’s office. My father already lost one child, he didn’t want to risk another. Drake
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Seidelmen is everything an Alpha ought to be and more. I just didn’t expect him to fall onto my
anemone garden and I didn’t think he’d steal me from my planet. He also stole my heart. ***
With an evil brother who wants Drake Seidelmen’s position as head Alpha, what will he do to
achieve that? Will Drake and Ethan be safe? Find out inside! There’s an HEA, no cliffhangers
and of course an adorable baby born in the middle of a flower field.
THE LAST THING HE WAS LOOKING FOR...Jake is an alpha wolf on a mission to find his
missing sister, who's been kidnapped by the Alpha of his former pack. What he didn't expect to
find was a whole group of omega's being held captive along with her. When he catches the
scent of his fated mate among the group of omegas, he knows that he will do whatever it takes
to get them all to safety - even if it means taking them all, along with a group of his alpha
buddies and forming their own pack, a thousand miles to the north.WAS THE ONE PERSON
HE NEEDED.Kai was shocked when his own father sold him to the evil Alpha Fremont for a
paltry sum of gold. He is befriended by the ragtag group of omegas who also being held in a
life of captivity. That is, until the night that a gorgeous Alpha appears, looking to rescue his
sister. He takes all of them to safety, along with his studly posse of alpha wolves, moving them
all up north to form a new pack.HIS FATED MATE...THE FATHER OF HIS CHILD?Kai soon
becomes pregnant, settling into his new-found role as the Alpha's mate, he begins to feel safe
for the first time in his life. As his pregnancy progresses, so does the danger, as the former
Alpha tracks them down - putting their new pack, and Kai's future happiness, at risk.This is the
first book of the new Northern Lodge Pack series. Every book is guaranteed to have a HEA,
but it's advised to read them in order for maximum appreciation. 18+ readers only please! And
yes, this book contains M/PREG, knotting, adults doing lots of sexy naughty things to each
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other, and the occasional use of potty mouth language!
Liebe deine Familie, sorge für die, die dir anvertraut sind, gib niemals auf und hör nie auf zu
spielen – das sind die Prinzipien der Wölfe. Wölfe kümmern sich empathisch um ihre Alten und
Verletzten, erziehen liebevoll ihren Nachwuchs und haben die Fähigkeit, im Spiel alles zu
vergessen. Sie denken, träumen, machen Pläne, kommunizieren intelligent miteinander – und
sind uns ähnlicher als jedes andere Lebewesen. Elli H. Radinger, die renommierteste deutsche
Wolfsexpertin, erzählt spannende Geschichten, die exemplarisch stehen für Werte wie
Familiensinn, Vertrauen, Geduld, Führungsfähigkeit, Achtsamkeit, Umgang mit Misserfolgen
oder Tod. Sie offenbart verblüffende und bisher unbekannte Erkenntnisse über das Leben von
Wölfen und zeigt: Wölfe wären wohl die besseren Menschen.
Father Luke's Journey into Darkness shows the struggles of a fictional parish in Washington,
DC, when their parishioner, Father Luke, fights against another priest who is trying to sexually
abuse a child. The novel captures the difficulties and drama of alerting Catholic and legal
authorities before the Catholic sexual abuse crisis was widely known. Father Luke joins with
other priests to get the attention of the Vatican and police to stop abuse of a child. On the way
to seeking help, Father Luke turns to Ignatius of Loyola and others to seek wisdom and
discernment.
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